
 

 

St Andrews CE Primary School has sent you a message 

Parent Message 
Hi Parents....Keep Safe. 

As promised, today’s email highlights more ‘Reasons to be Proud’ of our lovely 
children. 

The Spirit of St Andrew’s shines through the hearts of our kids. 

Reasons to be Proud 1:- 

Our Y6 Leavers have been very much on our minds as we still work hard behind the 
scenes to make sure their memories of St Andrew’s are not spoilt by the difficulties 
brought upon us by Coronavirus. 

Over the last few weeks we have put together a video full of memories for our Y6 
Leavers to hopefully treasure. (It is very thorough - nearly 30 minutes!) It certainly 
illustrates to all age groups the fantastic Spirit of St Andrew’s. 

A huge ‘Thank you’ to a close friend of our school, Mr Robert Galloway, who 
volunteers his help and was given responsibility for putting the video together. 

Y6 children and families...hope you enjoy...God Bless and thank you for all your fun, 
hard work and friendship. 

Link to video 

https://youtu.be/_BiZSdNLsMQ 

—————0000000———— 

 
The Spirit of St Andrew’s...Reasons to be Proud 2:- 

This lovely message was sent by one of our mums ....great to hear of kids keeping fit and some 
learning to ride bikes. Fantastic photo ( see attached) of children looking through the gate at the 
school she loves. God Bless. 

https://youtu.be/_BiZSdNLsMQ


I miss the children so much....the return in September may be a challenge for some, but don’t 
worry - we can do this - TOGETHER! 

 I am really proud of the children mentioned in this parent’s message:- 

Super proud of Amelia learning to ride her bike we often pass the school gates they always want 
to stop. Even in the holidays she is thinking of school how proud she is of been part of such a 
wonderful school. We currently do laps round our block of houses with mummy, mummy’s friend 
& my friends who attend St Andrews please can we give a shout out to Holly S, she rides her 
bike, and George S, he rides his scooter. 

They keeping fit with their mum every day. Well done kids you make mummy proud!! 

—————0000000————- 

The Spirit of St Andrew’s ....Reasons to be Proud 3:- 

All those children who joined me on various parts of the mega Charity Bike Challenge - please 
see attachment of a message (already shown on Twitter) of how St Andrew’s Spirit of Love is 
appreciated by others. 

Attachments 
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